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Heavy ion collisions present exciting opportunities to study the effects of quantum coherence in
the formation of subatomic particle showers. We report on the first calculation of the momentum
sharing and angular separation distributions between the leading subjets inside a reconstructed jet
in such collisions. These observables are directly sensitive to the hardest branching within jets and
can probe the early stage of the jet formation. We find that the leading-order medium-induced
splitting functions, here obtained in the framework of soft-collinear effective theory with Glauber
gluon interactions, capture the essential many-body physics which is different from proton-proton
reactions. Qualitative and in most cases quantitative agreement between theory and preliminary
CMS measurements suggests that hard parton branching in strongly-interacting matter can be dra-
matically modified. We also propose a new measurement which will illuminate its angular structure.

The dramatic suppression of hadron and jet cross sec-
tions observed at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) [1–6] and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [7–
14] signals the strong modification of parton showers
within strongly-interacting matter. This jet quenching
phenomenon has been an essential tool to study the prop-
erties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) produced in
ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus (A+A) collisions. The
emergence of in-medium parton branching, qualitatively
different from the one which governs the jet formation in
e++ e−, e−+ p, and p+ p collisions, is at the heart of all
jet modification studies. This phenomenon is driven by
many-body quantum coherence effects [15] and is of inter-
est to many subfields of physics. Although the traditional
energy loss picture has been very successful in describing
the suppression of cross section, to disentangle the de-
tailed jet formation mechanisms in the medium requires
comprehensive studies of jet substructure observables.

In the past few years there has been a proliferation
of jet substructure measurements in A+A collisions [16–
21], which gave differential and correlated information
about how quark and gluon radiation is redistributed due
to medium interactions. It is now established that the
jet shape [22] and the jet fragmentation function [23],
which describe the transverse and longitudinal momen-
tum distributions inside jets, are modified in heavy ion
collisions. Both of these observables depend strongly on
the partonic origin of jets, and their nontrivial modifica-
tion patterns are partly due to the increase of the quark
jet fraction in heavy ion collisions [24–27]. To better
understand the jet-by-jet modifications for these observ-
ables, one can devise strategies to isolate purer quark or
gluon jet samples.

Recently a novel jet substructure observable, called the
groomed momentum sharing, has been studied using the
soft drop jet grooming procedure [28, 29]. It probes the
hard branching in the jet formation and is dominated by
the leading-order Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions [30].
Given a jet reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [31]

with radius R, one reclusters the jet using the Cam-
bridge/Aachen algorithm [32, 33] and goes through the
branching history, grooming away the soft branch at each
step until the following condition is satisfied,

zcut <
min(pT1

, pT2
)

pT1
+ pT2

≡ zg , (1)

i.e., the soft branch must carry more than a zcut fraction
of the sum of the transverse momenta to not be dropped.
Note that by definition zcut < zg < 1

2 and the groomed
momentum sharing is not sensitive to soft radiation by
design. Due to detector granularity one also demands
that the angular separation between the two branches be
greater than the angular resolution ∆,

∆ < ∆R12 ≡ rg . (2)

More generally, by selecting the angular separation
∆R12, defined as the groomed jet radius rg, one could
also examine the momentum sharing distribution p(zg)
at different splitting angles and the p(rg) distribution.
For jets with small radii [34–37], the zg distribution can

be described by the collinear parton splitting functions.
At leading order, for a parton i with collinear momentum
p = (ω, 0, 0) [60] splitting into partons j, l with momenta
k = (xω, k2

⊥
/xω, k⊥) and p− k, the splitting functions in

vacuum Pvac
i→jl(x, k⊥) are well-known. The zg distribution

is calculated by integrating the splitting functions over
the partonic phase space constrained by R, ∆ and zcut as
follows, which corresponds to the soft drop and algorithm
implementations in the fixed order calculation,

pi(zg) =

∫ kR

k∆

dk⊥Pi(zg, k⊥)
∫ 1/2

zcut
dx

∫ kR

k∆

dk⊥P i(x, k⊥)
. (3)

Here, k∆ = ωx(1− x) tan ∆
2 , kR = ωx(1− x) tan R

2 and

Pi(x, k⊥) =
∑

j,l

[

Pi→j,l(x, k⊥) + Pi→j,l(1− x, k⊥)
]

.
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Note that for anti-kT jets the angle θ between the two
final state partons satisfies ∆ < θ < R. The effect of
running coupling can be taken into account by setting
µ = k⊥ in the splitting function. The final zg distribution
is then weighted by the jet production cross sections,

p(zg) =
1

σtotal

∑

i=q,g

∫

PS

dηdpT
dσi

dηdpT
pi(zg) , (4)

with the phase space cuts (PS) on the jet pT and η as
imposed in the experiment.
The zg distributions for quark-initiated and gluon-

initiated jets are very similar throughout the whole zg re-
gion. The color factors CF = 4/3 and CA = 3 for quarks
and gluons cancel and the distributions follow approx-
imately 1/zg, the leading 1/x behavior of the splitting
functions in Eq. (3) for x < 1/2. The insensitivity of zg
to the partonic origin of jets implies that its modification
in heavy ion collision is not significantly affected by the
change of the quark/gluon jet fraction as one observes in
the jet shape and the jet fragmentation function.
In the presence of the medium,

Pi→jl(x, k⊥) = Pvac
i→jl(x, k⊥) + Pmed

i→jl(x, k⊥) , (5)

which is the sum of the vacuum and medium-induced
splitting functions. The later were calculated using soft-
collinear effective theory [38–43] with Glauber gluon in-
teractions (SCETG) [44–47] in a QGPmodel consisting of
thermal quasi-particles undergoing longitudinal Bjorken-
expansions [48], and by taking into account the Glauber
geometry of the collision. Assuming parton-hadron du-
ality, the parton density is constrained from the mea-
sured charged hadron pseudorapidity density. SCETG is
an effective field theory of QCD suitable for describing
jets in the medium. It goes beyond the traditional par-
ton energy loss picture and provides a systematic frame-
work for resumming jet substructure observables and
for consistently including medium modifications. The
same medium-induced splitting functions used in this let-
ter have been previously constrained and applied to de-
scribe and predict several hadron and jet observables in
heavy ion collisions [25, 27, 49, 50]. To evaluate their
significance in the splitting function modification, we
also study collisional energy loss effects on the two sub-
jets by allowing the QGP quasi-particles to recoil away
from the jet. We constrain the collision centrality by
matching the experimentally measured number of partic-
ipants, 〈Npart〉 = 360 for the 0-10% centrality class and
〈Npart〉 = 110 for the 30-50% centrality class in 5.02 TeV
Pb+Pb reactions.
It can be seen analytically and confirmed numerically

that, in the region x < 1/2 in Eq. (3), the leading be-
havior of the medium-induced component of the splitting
functions follows approximately 1/x2 [46]. The momen-
tum sharing distribution will show enhancement at the
smallest values of zg and suppression near zg = 1/2.

With the full collinear parton splitting functions in the
medium at hand, Eqs. (3) and (4) are completely gen-
eral and can be used to calculate the momentum sharing
distribution in heavy ion collisions. The jet cross section
is calculated by incorporating the jet energy loss due to
out-of-cone radiation, with the small cold nuclear mat-
ter effects as in [25, 51]. However, since zg is insensitive
to the flavor of jet-initiating partons, the effect from the
change of quark/gluon jet fractions due to the different
amounts of cross section suppression is minor.
For the cross section calculations we use the CTEQ5M

parton distribution functions [52] and the O(α2
s) QCD

partonic cross sections. We use the 2-loop running of the
strong coupling constant with αs(mZ) = 0.1172. We esti-
mate the theoretical uncertainty by varying the coupling
between the jet and the QCD medium g = 2.0 ± 0.2 as
in [25]. Note that a different QGP model, e.g. 3+1D hy-
dro, might require different range for the coupling g [53].
The great utility of the momentum sharing distribution

in heavy ion collisions lies on the fact that one can select
the jet transverse momentum and the angle between the
two leading subjets to ensure large splitting virtuality
and, consequently, a branching which happens shortly
after the hard scattering inside the QGP. Indeed,

τbr[fm] =
0.197 GeV · fm

zg(1− zg)ω[GeV] tan2(rg/2)
(6)

suggests that for typical jets with ω = 2pT = 400 GeV,
rg = 0.1 and zg = 0.1, the branching time τbr < 2 fm.
This is considerably smaller than the size of the QGP
created in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC, of O(10) fm,
and allows us to test whether the medium modification
of parton branchings happens early in the jet formation.
We compare our calculations to the preliminary data

taken by the CMS collaboration at
√
sNN = 5.02

TeV [21] at the LHC. In both proton-proton and lead-
lead (Pb+Pb) collisions, jets are reconstructed using the
anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.4 [31]. They are then
groomed using the soft-drop jet grooming procedure [28].
The parameters chosen in the CMS measurements are
β = 0, which simplifies the soft drop condition to Eq. (1),
and zcut = 0.1. Another cut on ∆R12 > 0.1, where
∆R12 is the distance between the two branches in the
pseudorapidity-azimuthal angle plane, is imposed due to
the detector resolution. This requirement also effectively
selects jets with the hardest branching angle greater than
0.1. The groomed momentum sharing variable zg and its
normalized distribution

p(zg) =
1

Njet

dN

dzg
, (7)

are measured. Jets are selected with the following cuts
on the jet transverse momentum (pT ) and pseudorapid-
ity (η): pT > 140 GeV and |η| < 1.3. The in-medium
momentum sharing modification is quantified by taking
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FIG. 1: Comparison of theoretical calculations and prelimi-
nary CMS data for the ratio of momentum sharing distribu-
tions of inclusive anti-kT R = 0.4 jets in central Pb+Pb and
p+p collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Jets are soft-dropped

with β = 0, zcut = 0.1 and ∆R12 > 0.1. Bands correspond
to the theoretical uncertainty estimated by varying the jet-
medium coupling (g = 2.0 ± 0.2). Purple (red) bands corre-
spond to calculations with (without) the implementation of
collisional energy loss. Upper panel: modification for jets with
140 GeV < pT < 160 GeV and |η| < 1.3. Exploratory calcu-
lation with g = 2.5 is also shown. Lower panel: modification
for jets with 250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV and |η| < 1.3.

the ratio of the zg distributions in lead-lead and proton-
proton collisions,

R
p(zg)
AA = p(zg)

PbPb
/

p(zg)
pp . (8)

The modification patterns are examined across a wide
range of pT bins with different collision centralities.
FIG. 1 shows the result for the ratio of the momentum

sharing distributions of inclusive jets in 0-10% central
Pb+Pb and p+p collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. We

consider two pT bins 140 GeV < pT < 160 GeV (up-
per panel) and 250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV (lower panel)
to study the modification pattern as a function of the
jet transverse momentum. The preliminary CMS data
shows significant modification of the momentum sharing
distribution for jets with lower pT in central collisions,
and the modification decreases when the jet pT becomes
larger [61]. The purple (red) bands correspond to the
theoretical calculations with (without) collisional energy
loss, with the variation of g = 2.0 ± 0.2. We find that
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FIG. 2: Comparison of theoretical calculations and prelimi-
nary CMS data for the momentum sharing modification of
inclusive jets in proton-proton and lead-lead collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Anti-kT R = 0.4 jets with 140 GeV <

pT < 160 GeV and |η| < 1.3 in mid-peripheral collisions are
considered and the same soft-drop parameters as in FIG. 1
are used to groom the jets.

collisional energy loss effects slightly decreases the split-
ting function modification [62]. The physical reason is
that ∆pcoll.T /pT ∼ c (ln pT )/pT has a stronger effect on
the lower pT subjet, thereby reducing the value of zg. To
match the experimental measurements, the medium in-
duced splitting functions need to be evaluated at slightly
higher zg, where the distributions are flatter and their
overall contribution in Eq. (5) smaller. We further find
that the modification of the momentum sharing distri-
bution does decrease as the jet pT increases. However,
the pT dependence in our theory calculation is not as
strong as suggested by the preliminary CMS measure-
ments, with the amount of modification around zg = 0.5
underestimated in our calculation for lower pT jets [63].
For jets with higher pT , our calculation is consistent with
the preliminary data within the experimental uncertain-
ties. An exploratory calculation with g = 2.5 is shown in
the upper panel of FIG. 1 to assess the effect of a larger
coupling, which might effectively arise from multiple in-
duced gluon emissions [47, 54]. Still, the red band corre-
sponds to the theoretical calculation with the strongest
current constraints from hadron production [50].
FIG. 2 shows the modification of the momentum shar-

ing distribution for inclusive jets in mid-peripheral lead-
lead collisions with centrality 30-50% at

√
sNN = 5.02

TeV. We examine jets in the 140 GeV < pT < 160 GeV
bin since the modification is larger for lower pT jets. Both
the CMS preliminary data and our calculation show mod-
erate modifications of the zg distributions, and the two
are consistent with each other. The medium modification
of the zg distribution decreases with collision centrality.
Predictions for the momentum sharing distribution ra-

tios for inclusive jets in central lead-lead and proton-
proton collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are shown in

FIG. 3. We consider the pT bins 60 GeV < pT < 80 GeV
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FIG. 3: Theoretical calculations for the momentum sharing
distribution ratio of inclusive jets in central lead-lead and
proton-proton collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Jets are soft-

dropped with β = 0, zcut = 0.1 and ∆R12 > 0.2. We study
its jet pT dependence and provide results for 60 GeV < pT <

80 GeV (red band) and 250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV (blue
band).

(red band) and 250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV (blue band).
However, whereas in the CMS preliminary measurements
the cut ∆R12 > 0.1 is imposed in the jet selection, here
we present the theoretical calculations with a more strin-
gent cut ∆R12 > 0.2 to study the zg distribution with
wider splitting angles. We find that the modification
increases (decreases) for the new ∆R12 choice for low
(high) pT jets, rendering a stronger pT dependence in
the modification pattern. This suggests that additional
information on the medium induced parton shower can
be obtained by examining the groomed jet radius rg.
An important new observable that we propose to study

in heavy ion collisions is the angular separation distribu-
tion rg ≡ ∆R12 of the leading subjets inside a groomed
jet. At leading order,

pi(rg) =

∫ 1/2

zcut
dx pTx(1 − x)P i(x, k⊥(rg, x))
∫ 1/2

zcut
dx

∫ kR

k∆

dk⊥Pi(x, k⊥)
, (9)

and k⊥(rg, x) = ωx(1 − x) tan
rg
2 . The power of this ob-

servable is that it is sensitive to the angular medium mod-
ification of the hardest branching inside jets, rather than
the soft radiation which can be transported to larger an-
gles through different mechanisms, e.g. QGP excitation.
In FIG. 4 we predict the angular separation modification
for the leading subjets in the SCETG framework. The
same jet selection cuts and soft drop parameters are used
as in the preliminary CMS momentum sharing measure-
ments. We examine the pT dependence of the angular
region where the distribution is enhanced, which shifts
to smaller angles when the jet pT increases. The peak
of this distribution corresponds to the characteristic rg
where the medium enhancement of large-angle splitting
for hard branching processes is the most significant.
To conclude, we presented the first calculation of the
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FIG. 4: Theoretical calculations for the groomed jet radius
modification of inclusive jets in proton-proton and central
lead-lead collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The soft drop pa-

rameters β = 0, zcut = 0.1 and ∆R12 > 0.1 are used. Shown
are results for four pT bins with 60 GeV < pT < 80 GeV (red
band), 100 GeV < pT < 120 GeV (green band), 140 GeV <

pT < 160 GeV (blue band) and 250 GeV < pT < 300 GeV
(purple band).

momentum sharing distribution in heavy ion collisions.
This observable is sensitive to the hard branching within
jets and is a new powerful way to investigate the jet for-
mation mechanism. In heavy ion collisions, the momen-
tum sharing distribution of the two leading subjets in a
reconstructed jets allows us to probe many-body quan-
tum coherence effects in the early stages of the QGP
evolution. We found that the zg distribution is signifi-
cantly modified in the medium, as shown in our theory
calculation and the preliminary CMS data. We also ex-
amined the effect from collisional energy loss and found
that jet quenching effects acting independently on the
subjets alone cannot cause the observed zg modification.
This suggests that the hard branching of jets itself has
been modified in the QGP. We also proposed a new mea-
surement of the angular separation distribution between
the leading subjets inside a groomed jet and present the-
oretical predictions for its behavior. This new observable
will, for the first time, directly test the angular charac-
teristics of hard bremsstrahlung due to strong in-medium
interactions. Future studies of jet substructure observ-
ables that are more sensitive to the soft radiation, for
example the jet mass [55–59], will allow us to map out
the whole jet formation history.
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